
 

 

White-handed Gibbon 

House Name “Jari”  Indonesian for “fingers” 

Color Phase – Black   Sex 0.1 

Captive born at the Jackson Zoo on 22 Nov 2013 

ISIS # 201179 SB# 1044 

Sire –Cookie Man ISIS #000589 SB# 622 (handraised at JZP) 

Sire Cookie Man ISIS# 000589 SB# 622(handraised at JZP)  and Dam – Mia ISIS #201028 SB# 939 

22 Nov 13 Upon arrival this am by the keepers, a new baby is found with Mia.  Mia has a history of 
3 previous births that failed.  (An aborted fetus, and two live births that did not survive 
and trauma was found upon necropsy on both.)  We were in contact with Jay Peterson, 
Gibbon SSP and decided to implant Mia with a MGA birth control upon her next 
sedation- which ended up being about a  month after the third birth.   

 Within 4 hours of Jari’s birth (Mia’s 4th) it was obvious that the baby should be pulled for 
hand raising if it was going to survive.   No sedation was needed as she left the baby 
when the supervisor arrived.  The baby was taken to our vet for supplemental care.  A 
formula of Similac and Pedialyte 1:1 was offered every 2 hours and since the baby did 
not nurse we offered a small amount of the sire’s frozen serum orally (which is only 
effective if offered within the first 24 hrs).  Dr. Michael and Dr. Becky Holifield – Zoo 
vet’s provided care for the baby for the first 24 hours.  Weight = approximately  1 lb   

She is swaddled and given a stuffed animal to cling to and placed in a blanket lined box 
just deep enough to prop her upright when not held or if she is sleeping)  This will be the 
4th gibbon JZP has hand raised in the last 37 years....we are also referring to notes from 
Jay/Dusty L. 

 (We are using the Advanced Similac Powder – 1 scoop per 2 oz. of water to mix) 

23 Nov 13 At noon today the gibbon baby is transferred to the zoo vet tech, Donna Todd CVT, for 
hand raising.  Donna helped raise Cookie Man (sire) when he was born in 1977 and twin 
gibbons in the 1980’s.  

 Baby Jari (named by keeper Jenny) is taking 4-6 ml of Similac/Pedialyte mix every 2 
hours. 

 



 

  

She is swaddled to a stuffed animal to keep her body temp up and a heating pad is also 
placed between some of the towels used to wrap her snuggly to the surrogate stuffed 
animal.    Today we will reduce the Pedialyte so the formula is mostly Similac now.  Jari 
slept wrapped around the tech’s neck all night – as her body temp keeps dropping and 
this seems to keep her temp up...no sleep for zoo moms.    

24 Nov 13 Teeth are already breaking through the gum line.  A small bump is noted on her upper 
right lip at the corner (to be monitored).   Some sneezing is noticed but no discharge.  
Most stools are soft but formed.  She will go home with the tech for night feedings. (She 
snores. ) Interesting sound - smacking or popping sounds– generally heard when she is 
nuzzled around the keeper’s neck for body heat. 

25 Nov 13 Weight – 1.2 lbs  (exam digital scale)  beginning at 2 am today and feeding every 2-3 
hours she is consuming  3-7 ml per feeding.  (Feeding times today were at 2 am, 4, 7, 9, 
11,1pm, 2, 4, 6, 9, 11)  She is looking around and seems bright and alert.  Frequent 
urinations and defecations are 3-4 x today.  (Tech will not use a diaper as long as stools 
are firm and easily cleaned) 

26 Nov 13 She is pulling up and trying to climb out of the box.  Her weight remains 1.2 lbs   Her 
formula intake ranges from 8-12 ml per every 2-3 hours.  Day 5- this will be the last 
night for sleeping on tech’s arm or neck at night...she will be in a blanket lined box by 
the bed with a heating pad.   

27 Nov 13 Today abrasions are noted on her right wrist, some swelling also.  The fingers tips are 
raw – it appears that with her increased movements the towels are too rough and 
appear to be rubbing her tender skin...so we will remove all towels and only use soft 
blankets/materials.  This PM it appears the swelling has moved up the right arm so the 
vet Rx .10 ml Amoxil (50mg/1ml) suspension 25mg bid for 5-7 days.  Weight = 1.3 lbs  
Diet intake is now 8-15 ml per 3 hours.  The fingers are washed and 3 n 1 topical 
antibiotic is applied.   

28 Nov 13 We have seen immediate improvement to the right arm after removing abrasive 
materials and having her on Amoxil for 12 hours.  The arm is normal and the fingers are 
dry and healing.    She is 1 week old. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

29 Nov 13 Her fingers continue to heal – they are kept clean and topical antibiotic is applied and 
Amoxil is given orally bid.    Today she got a little bath....lots of squeaking/vocalizing.  

 Lymphs noted under her arms – just noted as visible. 

30 Nov 13 Generally taking 12-15 ml per feeding every 3 hours...sometimes the meal is a snack of 
3-4 ml when she seems hungry before the 3 hour feeding time.  A second keeper is 
introduced to help the tech during day time feedings. 

01 Dec 13 Starting with her 2 am feeding – she receives about 11 feedings daily  at 14-17 ml per 
feeding.   She seemed lethargic 1x so she was offered  Pedialyte at one feeding but was 
normal afterwards so it was stopped.  Stools are normal formed pellets.   

02 Dec 13 Her weight remains at 1.2 -1.3 lbs – we will begin adding gerber baby rice cereal to her 
bottle for more substance.  Photos for zoo.  (Fingers have healed) 

03 Dec 13 Another keeper is added to the team for hand raising during the day. 

04 Dec 13 2 weeks old.  Face washing – small bath but drying immediately to keep her from getting 
a chill.  Another keeper is added to the team. 

05 Dec 13 She is named “Jari”  by her keeper, Jenny.  Jair means “fingers” 

06 Dec 13 15-20 ml formula offered every 3 hours.  MSU senior vet student – internship- added to 
the team. 

09 Dec 13 weight is 1.3 lbs   The vet checked her fingers – slight rubbing again but minor. 

10 Dec 13 Press Day – Jari is almost 3 weeks.  – possible constipation noted – so the milk was 
diluted for a few feedings.   Photos to ZooBorn also...later photos were seen in a 
children’s magazine/UK.  No bath is needed – just face washing with a moist cloth. 

11 Dec 13 3 weeks old – stools are normal.   1.5 lbs  Diet 17 -22 ml per feeding.  Her nails are 
growing.  Fingers have healed. 

12 Dec 13 Photo in the Madison County Journal – daily viewings begin for the public 1x day at the 
nursery window.  

13 Dec 13 Diet is 17-25 ml per feeding. 

 



 

 

 

14 Dec 13 Press Event – Baby Shower for Jari – visitors get in free with a baby gift (toys, blankets, 
formula, baby foods accepted)  The story went national and made Good Morning 
America. 

15 Dec 13 Diluted am formula – no stools have been seen for several hours....normal that pm. 
Local CL photographers are out to take pics of Jari. 

16 Dec 13 weight is 1.4 lbs  Seems off today – offered .25 ml Carafate Bid and .25 ml Pepto Bid plus 
10-15 ml Pedialyte. Stop formula.  Late pm – offering 1:1 Pedialyte/Formula through the 
night.   Her photo and story was in the Clarion Ledger paper today. 

17 Dec 13 7 am today she seems brighter – increasing formula and decreasing pedialyte.  CL 
photos went national.     

19 Dec 13 Jari is 4 weeks old.  We will begin offering banana and soaked monkey chow.  Small bites 
2x day.  The formula is continued 18-25 ml per formula only feeding and she takes less if 
it contains rice cereal which makes the formula thicker 15-20 ml- every 3-4 hours.   

 (example of current feedings – 12 am – 4 am – 6 am-8 am-11 am- 1 pm – 3 pm-6 pm-
7:30 pm, 9 pm, 11:30 pm.  – some feedings are snacks if she took a large amount the 
feeding before)  And she likes the banana/chow. (*SSP hand raising notes mention not 
to use citrus so we will not.) 

23 Dec 13 We are offering formula every 3-4 hours plus solid foods about 3x day - she is getting 
small amounts of solid food plus baby foods (banana, apple flavors) 

26 Dec 13 The vet comes out 2-3x week and always sees Jari at the hospital – today he checks her 
as the tech thought she was lethargic/with possible resp sounds.  Heart and lung sounds 
are normal...the only sound he hears is upper resp and nothing of concern.    Maybe she 
is just getting her fill with the more solid diet and sleeping more contently.  Like any 
baby she eats, plays and sleeps the majority of the time.   Stools have been formed 
pellets and urine is clear.    

 

 

 

 



 

27 Dec 13 Another Press visit.  Jari is pulling around more and watchful of the tech when she is 
working.    Jari does the “gibbon shake”...tucks neck- arms out and body shake. 

 Today the weather is nice enough to take her over to the gibbon house to see Cookie 
and Mia.  Cookie is very interested but Mia is stressed.  Both adults are very vocal and 
Jari is seen trying to mimic a long gibbon hoooooot.  She really notices both gibbons and 
watches them closely....until she gets sleepy and so we go back to the nursery.  

28 Dec 13 Fecal check is negative.  She is getting several solid food feeding times now, plus 
formula. (*Only formula is given during the night.)  Photo in the paper – Clarion Ledger 

29 Dec 13 Visiting the adults again.  The keeper makes a recording of the adults singing during the 
day for Jari to hear when she is away from them.   

 Note- Jari gets hiccups almost daily...she is always burped after each bottle...hiccups 
eventually stop.   

30 Dec 13 Weight 1.7 lbs – she seems to gain weight about every 2 weeks.  Today we are offering 
her sweet pot baby food. (she likes it) 

31 Dec 13 Diet – (example of current feedings.  1:30 am, 5 am, 8 am, 11 am, 12(snack), 2 pm, 4:30, 
6 pm, 8 pm, 10:30 pm, 12 am) The formula mix is generally 2 oz of milk, rice cereal, and 
sometimes baby food in the bottle or by syringe.)  Solids offered today– soaked monkey 
chow, banana and baby foods. 

03 Jan 14 Weight 1.6 lbs –( feedings are now 1-3 am, 6, 10, 12, 3, 6, 8:30, 10:30) 

 She is very playful but not very mobile yet-she still clings to her stuffed animal in the 
play pen..the swaddling is done very loosely now so she can play/move around more.  
She is having fun kicking her legs or putting her foot on her head and waving her arms 
where she sits/near her stuffed animal. 

06 Jan 14 Diet – offering small bites of banana, formula of milk/rice cereal -15-30 ml, baby foods 

 (* offered carrot baby food- hates it  prefers applesauce or banana, even peas or swt 
pot....but no carrots.  Pears are not a favorite either) 

 Weight 1.6-1.7 lbs  Generally after each feeding she sits up and plays She is 
bright/alert/likes looking around. 

 

 

 



 

07 Jan 14 It is very cold – teens....she is shivering.  Transportation from house to the zoo is the 
only time she is out in the cold...and she travels in her blanket lined box with another 
blanket over the top to maintain the heat.   Weight 1.7 lbs 

 Her daily consumption  of diet =  about 200 ml milk formula, about 2 baby spoons of 2 
types of baby food and some solid food (starting to offer soaked chow divided am and 
pm- she loves the chow...continuing  small bits of banana)  More than enough is 
prepared at feeding times and we try to see that she gets some of everything. 

 6.5 weeks old  -  Diet info ... 1 monkey chow is approximately 1 gram   

09 Jan 14 Jari – feels in better flesh with the addition of solid foods.  Note-today she got a little 
tangled in stretching soft blanket – careful of types of materials used.    

12 Jan 14 Jari has outgrown her box – a Pack and Play pen is purchased for her. She loves to scoot 
around on the pad and of course it is too deep for her to pull up and get out.  She still 
sleeps in the cozy box at night.  Still falls asleep clinging to the stuffed animal but during 
the night she may wind up asleep under it. 

13 Jan 14 Her weight is 1.8 lbs   We tend to keep her playpen near the front window where she 
can get some sunlight....plus she goes outside to see adults on sunny days as time 
permits. 

16 Jan 14 Diet – we are adding cooked sweet potato to the solidd diet...and increasing the 
chow1/2 to ¾ a biscuit 3-4 times a day.  (stop the rice cereal in the formula since she is 
eating the chow now)  continue increasing and adding solids and she still likes baby 
foods.  

19 Jan 14 Jari is pulling up more on the sides of the box to peep out.  The staff will also put 
blankets on the floor and will sit with her  in their laps for playtime...she tries to hold 
onto the keeper and stand...pushing up with her legs.  Getting stronger and will be 
standing on her own soon. 

23 Jan 14 9 weeks old – small amounts of white fur are visible around the edges of her face. 

 Jari has been on public display since she was about a week old and several visitors 
follow her progress and visit often to see her.  The public is always informed that 
primates do not make good pets...as we tell her story. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

25  Jan 14 Keepers throw a Baby Shower for Jari – Press Day (Good Morning America picks up the 
story for their Sunday morning news.)  Visitors are allowed in with gifts for our nursery.  

 Offered Jari peach baby food....refused.    She seems to notice colors/shapes as she is 
picking at more items.   (rattles, teething rings)   

 Feedings – 12 am, 3, 5, 9, 11:30, 3 pm, 6, 8, 10.  She gets formula only during the night 
and she is offered 4 solid meals during the day with formula. 

27 Jan 14 Feedings today were at 3 am, 6,8,11,2,6,9,11.  ¾ to 1 soaked chow 3x day. produce – 
banana and cooked sweet pot and baby foods.  She gets a variety of about 4-5 different 
items...but the chow is important so we start with that...sometimes it helps to mix the 
applesauce or banana baby food with the chow...she is spoon fed for now until she gets 
larger items or can pick up her own food.   

 * Today she was standing up and holding onto keepers fingers for support. 

29 Jan 14 10 weeks old – all fecals are formed pellets- so no diapers are used and the staff just 
keeps stools picked up and change playpen linens as needed.   Sunny day...keeper sits 
with her in the sunlight.  Another Clarion Ledger story today. 

31 Jan 14 Jari visits the parents – the tech sits with her outside their exhibit during her noon 
feeding...so a picnic to watch the adults and hear the vocals..as well as them watching 
her.  Cookie always comes close to see her...Mia stays away.  We sit  near Cookie and 
sometimes Mia will come over for a quick look...Cookie has always allowed us to 
groomo him so we rub his scents on her and allow him to smell her scents.  He is very 
calm and interested....Mia is very nervous. 

03 Feb 14 2 lbs now...consistently gaining weight about every 2 weeks.   

05 Feb 14 The small bump that was on her upper lip at the corner...is inflamed today.  The vet 
observed and we will monitor the changes.   

 

 

 

 



 

 

06 Feb 14 The 2 am feeding – while holding her for the 2 am feeding the tech feels a pea size knot 
on her right jawline...lymph? 

  5 am- the swelling is plum size...she does not act as though it bothers her and she 
continues to take her bottle.   

  7:30 am – tech contacted the vet upon arrival to work – Jari is started on .10 ml 
Clavamox  (50mg/1ml) drops orally bid.  The vet is not worried...and he feels it could be 
a swollen lymph or salivary gland.   

  6 pm – the swelling has gone down some and she continues to do well. 

07 Feb 14 This am the jaw is swollen again...vet feels it may the salivary gland swelling during the 
night and improving during the day...but continue the clavamox. 

09 Feb 14 Jari is doing well and she is still on Clavamox .10 ml bid 

  Diet – 30 ml formula about 8 x day,  soaked chow and solid/baby foods 4 x day- Slivers 
of apple are offered now – she loves to chew on them. 

10 Feb 14 Jari is sleeping longer at night due to the solid foods(may get a late 9 or 11 pm bottle 
but then sleeps until 3-4 am)  She generally gets a solid meal once we arrive at the zoo 
and get set up (9 am) the a noon feeding (12-2)  a supper feeding (5-6) and a late night 
snack (7-9).  Followed by formula during the night and first am feedings.    Sleeping 
habits...she sometimes snores loudly when she first falls asleep...but later she is in a 
deep quiet sleep.  She is generally clinging loosely to her stuffed animal but will 
eventually wind up next to it curled up.   

  The tech will be off for a week but in town, several keepers have been helping feed Jari 
during the day and they have signed up to stay overnight at the zoo to care for 
Jari....tech will be in town to help if needed.  Jari has 3 playpens now...one at Tech 
house, one at the hospital and now another one at the Ed building where the staff will 
sleep at night and care for Jari.  Jari has started sucking her thumb. 

11 Feb 14 loose stool today – keepers report to the vet – it may be the antibiotics...just monitor. 

13 Feb 14 Jari’s jaw is almost normal – she is still on Clavamox. 

15 Feb 14 A new digital baby scale is purchased for more accurate weights than the large digital 
exam table.  920 grams   Stools remain normal – pelleted 

 



 

 

 

16 Feb 14 900 grams 

17 Feb 14 905 grams  Her jaw and lip have healed – observed by the vet.  Stop Clavamox. 

18 Feb 14 915 grams – the scale will no longer come on and will be returned for replacement 

19 Feb 14 Jari is picking up some items  so it should not be long before she is picking up her own 
food.  Slight swelling at jaw again, vet feels it is the salivary and is should go down. 

22 Feb 14 Jari is 3 months old – she is taking 30-40 ml of Similac formula 7-8x day plus solids 
(fruits, baby food and chow) 4x day   The chow is now – 1 whole soaked biscuit 3-4 x day 

  A rope has been added to her playpen after seeing it on ZooBorn – she loves it..so funny 
to watch he hang upside down and swing.   

25 Feb 14 jaw swelling remains about pea size.   

26 Feb 14 AAZK – made and sells Jari buttons. 

27 Feb 14 We notice she is trying to pick up fecal pellets so as usual the pellets are picked up 
quickly but we drop small food items near her  for her to pick up.  She is trying but 
eventually just bends over and bites it off of the linens or food bowl. 

  Behavior note – Jari does continue to have hiccups on occasion and has short little 
bursts of sneezing with no discharge.  Common vocalizations are... crying if keeper is 
leaving her in playpen or walks by and does not play with her or excitement  when 
keepers are talking to each other or to her.  Most of the time she entertains herself 
when in the playpen and is very content...which staff coming and going near her.   

  We notice that as she has gotten older, she holds the urine and fecal at night but passes 
large amounts from 6 am to noon...then less as the day goes on. ** Note – since the first 
urine is such a large amount in the am...the tech has begun taking Jari to a sink...putting 
a towel on the ground and turning the water on- this allows Jari to go ahead and urinate 
on the towel for easy cleaning.  Keepers were surprised at the amount as we have all 
been soaked and this is an easy way to help her empty that bladder. 

  This pm a faint spot of blood was seen on the rope which she chews at times...none 
seen again. 

 



 

 

01 March 14 She is standing without holding on to the side of the playpen...wobbly but standing.   
Current formula amounts are 40-45 ml + solid food. 

  She uses the rope to pull up more and strengthen her legs/arms.  Great play time...the 
rope is removed it the keeper is not nearby. 

03 March 14 The jaw no longer has any signs of swelling.    

04 March 14 Jari is offered larger amounts of solid foods in a bowl...she is still biting food more than 
picking it up with her fingers...although she moves it around with her fingers some.   

05 Mar 14 Jari visits the adults – playtime near the outside enclosure where she can watch and 
hear them.  Cookie comes over to see her and we put his scent on her and hers on him. 
Today she was more interested in the birds singing and looking at clouds. Very tired this 
pm.   

  She is observed drinking water from a bowl...some snorting afterwards.   Water is also 
offered by a bottle at times as she does not always need milk but may be thirsty.  We 
are no longer offering food by the  baby spoon. 

06 Mar 14 Up early and climbing out of her night box ..so she was moved to playpen for playtime. 

07 Mar 14 weight 2.3 lbs   Offered baby food squash -  

10 Mar 14 Spring break – she has many visitors daily at the viewing window. 

  She is quite active now...a keeper’s mom made playpen covers with elastic edging to fit 
tightly around the tops of the pens to keep Jari from climbing out....works well and Jari 
seems content with the covers/not spooked.   We will also now let her sleep in the 
playpen at night as she is outgrowing the plastic night bin.  We will remove all items 
except the stuffed animal and maybe one small wash cloth/linen for warmth which she 
likes to hold at times but nothing large enough to wrap around her at night. 

11 Mar 14 Jari met the Legislators at the State Capitol...short zoo show and tell in the lobby for 
upcoming zoo support.   They loved  her – lots of photos and only one long time Senator 
was allowed to hold her.     

13 Mar 14 Jack Hanna is in town for a zoo fundraiser...he stops by to see Jari.   

 

 



 

 

17 Mar 14 Jari is doing flips on her rope now while in the playpen.  Weight  2.4 lbs 

  A crate is now being used to transport Jari to the zoo as she is starting to climbing out of 
the box on the passenger seat to look out the window.  She is now also able to reach the 
top of the playpen and climbs out without the aid of the rope....so we are unable to 
leave her unattended without the top on the pen. 

18 Mar 14 The vet of course sees her weekly in the hospital but today the tech asks him to just 
listen to her ....heart and lung sounds are normal.  She has normal pelleted stools and is 
bright and alert/eating well.  

19 Mar 14 2 ropes are stringed across the playpen for playtime now...but always removed when a 
keeper cannot be nearby.  

20 Mar 14 She is taking more formula now so we change to a larger bottle -  Feedings are generally 
4 am- small bottle 20-30 ml – huge yawn then back to bed, 6:30 – 30 ml, 9:30 – bottle 
and solid food, 1 pm – bottle and solid food, 3:30-4 bottle/solid food, 6-7 – bottle and 
solid food, 8-9 bottle and snack of some solids before bed. 

22 Mar 14 Jari is 4 months old.  Tech notes that the tissue in the corner of one eye can be pinker 
than the other...vet feels it is just an irritation as it is there one day and gone the next. 

29 Mar 14 The tech is going out of town, keepers will sign up to do overnights at the zoo with Jari. 

  Weight ranges from 2.5- 2.7 lbs depends on if she has been fed prior to weights taken. 
She is taking 40-50 ml formula 7 x day and solids 4 x day.  She can choke on the formula 
if she takes it too fast... we just have to slow her down. 

05 Apr 14 Tech is back in town and picks up Jari as the weather is bad and the keeper should not 
stay at the zoo tonight.   The keeper staff did a wonderful job caring for Jari 24 hrs a day 
and covering the daily visitor viewing time for Jari (1:00 pm). 

21 Apr 14  Press day...a story about our many babies.   5 months old tomorrow.   

  Jari is licking her fingers and trying to scoop more food with her fingers.  She likes to 
drink from the faucet during bath time.   

 

 

 



 

 

  Tech is looking for an empty space around the zoo where she can play in an exhibit 
setting as she is outgrowing the playpen  Unfortunately, the gibbon area is under 
construction as I had planned to set her up in a howdy situation near the adults for 
periods of time during the day...looking at other options. 

28 Apr 14 weight 2.7 lbs  Jari is trying to jump from one side of the play pen to the other...she 
needs more space.  The tech does spend time with her outside with ropes running from 
the crate to a tree to the adult gibbon outside exhibit. (temp holding off exhibit) She 
really loves this but does not venture far from tech. 

02 May 14 Play with your food photo/FB update...Jari is given a lettuce leaf, whole banana and 
whole apple to play with in her playpen....to become familiar with adult food.   

  Weight = 2.9 lbs   

18 May 14 She is sleeping hard these days ...some nights she sleeps straight thru the night (so no 
feeding) and she gets up at 6 am for her first bottle. 

19 May 14 The keepers will care for Jari again – 1 week....as we train the next group of zoo moms.  
The staff notices how much more active Jari is now compared to the last overnight 
caregiving.  Jari is jumping side to side of playpen, hanging on the side of the pen, 
jumping from keeper to playpen and swinging on the rope.   

22 May 14 6 months old.  Playtime now consists of 2 playpens side by side and ropes...plus outside 
adventures to acclimate to the sights and sounds...textures of fencing (metal and 
wooden)  She is biting more now as she gets in hyper gibbon mode...so funny when she 
closes her eyes to do battle with the keeper fingers.  Her white face and hands are fully 
in now.  Sits in bowls or puts them on her head. 

  PM – offered her a small box to explore and found that she loves to jump on it and go 
inside to check it out...once she is tired she will climb in it (while the box is on its side) 
and go to sleep.  When tired she likes to be...esp her feet and 1x she groomed the tech. 

  Jari enjoys jumping from side to side of the playpen or from nearby furniture and 
swinging on her ropes.  The playpen cover also doubles as a hammock which she loves 
to flop into.    Jump is an understatement as Jari launches herself from one side of the 
pen to the other...making 2-2.5 feet. 

 

 



 

 

 

01 June  Jari continues to be offered Similac – am bottle when she wakes up plus she is up to 2 
soaked monkey chow biscuits per solid food feeding.  She is off baby food now as her 
solid food is always increasing.  (apple, banana, peeled grape, cooked swt potato) Some 
times she prefers water over  formula .....at the faucet she cups her hand to catch water 
or licks it off her fur...will even sip from the faucet or bowl now.  Stools have remained 
firm and pelleted.  Trying to catch bugs today...a fly got in her playpen. 

03 June 14 Tech is called to the gibbon night house this am, breeder 1.0, Cookie Man, is sick.  Taken 
to the vet and later housed in the animal hospital overnight.  (Cookie passed due to 
degenerative heart disease.)  Not only was Cookie a staff favorite but we feel certain he 
would have accepted Jari back into the collection.   

  Jay Peterson, Gibbon SSP, was notified of Cookies death  as the gibbon team is meeting 
within the week.  We discussed options for Jari – and the possibility of finding her a 
surrogate gibbon as she needs to start learning gibbon skills soon.  She is beginning to 
eat all solids on her own so now is a good time to consider a move. 

09 June 14 Keepers will care for Jari (24 hrs daily for the next week)  Jari does fine with a mix of 
caregivers....she only gets upset if the tech walks in then she wants to go to her. 

19 June 14 Fecal is negative 

20 June 14 Someone from the Nashville area mentioned their zoo has a surrogate gibbon that has 
raised several orphan gibbons....I am waiting to hear Jay Peterson’s suggestions after 
the gibbon SSP meeting. 

22 June 14 7 months old – Jari is feeding herself and drinking water – still likes the water bottle at 
times. 

26 June 14 Jay Peterson, Gibbon SSP,  suggests that Jari relocate to the Henson Robinson Zoo- this 
will be discussed with JZP director and curators plus we will make contact with HR Zoo 
to discuss a possible transfer.    Tech later spoke to HR Director, Jackie Peeler, and we 
will talk again next week.  Tech will work on preparing Jari’s records for their vet and 
staff to review.  HR Zoo has a 38 yr old 0.1 that they feel will accept Jari.   

 

 

 



 

 

 

30 June 14 Jari spent almost 2 hours over at Mia’s outside enclosure –Mia is alone now so we are 
hopeful that she will be more interested in Jari.  Treats are taken for Mia but she is not 
interested.  Ropes are strung from trees, to crate, to Mia fencing...and Jari has a great 
time playing, exploring, bug chasing and eating/drinking ...Mia would glance over but 
stays as far away from us as possible.  No interest.  Tomorrow we will give Mia one of 
Jari’s stuffed animals and see if she checks it out. 

01 July 14 Mia gets the stuffed animal with Jari’s scents on it....little interest. 

02 July 14 Fecal check is negative and a fecal culture is sent to the vet lab – Normal flora. 

05 July 14 Jari is  now also getting watermelon with her solid food diet – loves it.  

06 July 14 weight  3.4 lbs  - two PVC pipe jungle gyms were built for her (Chris Todd)...one for the 
house and another for the zoo nursery.   

11 July 14 Weight is 3.5 lbs   - Jari appears  in good health.   

12 July 14 Zoo event day – Ice Cream Safari – Jari is on display for 3 hours at the nursery window 
plus outside jungle gym playtime.    Routinely, the tech brings Jari in on weekends for a 1 
pm-2  viewing...today was a special event with extended viewing.  .    She was very tired 
today after so many visitors and a lengthy play time, so she falls asleep from 5-8 once 
we are home.  Later (around 8 pm) she plays a little and eats a small meal plus 40 ml 
formula then she is down for the night. 

14 July 14 Dr. Holifield – examines  Jari this am- routine check up.  All lymphs/glands/eyes appears 
normal. She is in good health with normal appetite/stools.    

  Dave Wetzel, Deputy Director, approves the release of the records to HR Zoo.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Updates Behavior notes – Jari has little interest in her stuffed animals at this point, except she 
may come to it if you are trying to get her out of the playpen or crate.  Enrichment 
favorites – ribbons, ropes, hammocks, plastic lids/bowls, plastic straws that she can 
jump around with in her mouth, rattles, totes with items in it/balls.  Your glasses, 
phones, jewelry are likely to be taken also.  (She does grab for electrical cords if she is 
near one as they look like ropes and of course she bites everything so be careful around 
those items.) 

  When she is being toted she loves to extend her arm and try to touch everything you 
pass.  She still does the morning – void of urine or anytime we expect a special guest 
may come by to hold her...or warn them as nervous gibbon = urination.  

  Current diet -  Feeding times are  6 am/bottle of formula, 9 am water or formula with 
solids, 12-1 pm fluids with solids, 3-4 pm fluids with solids, 6-7 pm fluids with solids and 
8-9 pm fluids with solids.  Solid foods  to be chopped and offered include –peeled ¼ 
banana, cooked sweet potato slice/peeled, 1 grape peeled/ 1/8  peeled apple- cut in 
toothpick style slices plus 2-3 soaked monkey chow biscuits. (watermelon is a treat)   
*Sometimes it is best to offer the soaked chow first so she gets her protein during a few 
of the feedings before she gets full on produce. She will eat the biscuit whole or in 
pieces.  Jari is drinking more water on her own so the bottle can be phased out when 
you feel she no longer needs the benefits of calcium/Similac. 

  Jari is still going home with the tech as we do not have a night keeper and she is very 
active and playful from 5-8 pm.  She generally naps about 2-3 during the day.    She 
sleeps all night from 8-9:30 pm to 5:30-6:30 am.  Jari will be set up in a ward this week 
during the day for more play space.   

**If you have any questions concerning this history, please contact Donna Todd, CVT at 601-352-2591 
or dtodd@jacksonzoo.org.   
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